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  Brownells 1911 Auto Match Grade Link Pins are a timesaver for the Pis-
tolsmith because they offer consistent diameter and quality. These link pins 
are centerless ground to + or - .0005" and fully hardened to prevent prema-
ture wear. With the availability of Brownells 1911 Auto Match Grade Link 
Pins it is no longer necessary to measure through an assortment of other 
aftermarket link pins to find the pin that most closely matches the link pin 
hole of the barrel you intend to install. 

HOW TO USE
  Most aftermarket, match grade barrels manufactured for the 1911 Auto 
have link pin holes that measure between .148" to .155" in diameter. Select 
the Brownells Link Pin that most closely matches the diameter of the link 
pin hole in the barrel you intend to install. Do not use the larger .156" size 
if the .154" pin can be installed. The reason for this is, if in the future the 
link pin or link pin hole wears, the larger .156" size can then be installed to 
restore the tolerances.
  Place an appropriate diameter chucking reamer into the chuck or collet 
holder of an accurate drill press or vertical milling machine. (Note: Chucking 
reamers in .154" or wire gauge size #23 and decimal size .156" are avail-
able from a variety of machine tool suppliers. Contact Brownells Technical 
Department for the names and phone numbers of several such suppliers if 
you are unable to obtain the reamers locally.) Set up the barrel in a holding 
fixture or milling vise so the link pin hole on the left side of the barrel (the 
side the slide release is on if the barrel were installed in the frame) faces up, 
and the sides of the underlug are at perfect right angles to the vertical axis 
of the reamer. Slowly turn the reamer clockwise while exerting light pres-
sure downward. Use a good cutting oil (like Brownells Do Drill™) with the 
chucking reamer. When removing the reamer, continue turning it clockwise 
as you pull it from the hole. DO NOT turn the reamer counter-clockwise. 
Turning the reamer counter-clockwise will roll the cutting edge and ruin 
the reamer.
  Select the correct length barrel link and check the link for fit between the 
barrel feet. The link should not drag on the sides of the feet or the bottom 
of the barrel at the relief cut between the feet. If the barrel link does drag, 
make all alterations for fit to the link; remember it’s the cheaper part. Make 
sure the small hole in the link will fit the Brownells Match Grade Link Pin; 
ream it if necessary. Place the barrel left side up, in a suitable bench block 
that completely supports the barrel and bottom feet. Position the link in the 
barrel so the holes line up, and drive the link pin into the barrel and link 
using a 4 oz. ballpeen hammer and a 1⁄8" diameter punch. Because the link 

WARNING
  Never attempt to disassemble or reassemble a firearm unless you are 
absolutely certain that it is empty and unloaded. Visually inspect the 
chamber, the magazine and firing mechanism to be absolutely certain 
that no ammunition remains in the firearm. Disassembly and reas-
sembly should follow the manufacturer’s instructions. If such instruc-
tions are not immediately available, contact the manufacturer to see 
if they are available. If they are not available at all, then you should 
consult other reference sources such as reference books or persons with 
sufficient knowledge. If such alternative sources are not available and 
you have a need to disassemble or reassemble the firearm, you should 
proceed basing your procedures on common sense and experience with 
similarly constructed firearms.
  With regard to the use of these tools, the advice of Brownells Incor-
porated is general. If there is any question as to a specific application 
it would be best to seek out specific advice from other sources and not 
solely rely on the general advice and warnings given.
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pin and the holes are within .0005" of being the same size, some force will be 
required to drive the pin into the link pin hole. Stop driving when the link 
pin contacts the bench block. Turn the barrel over and observe the link pin. 
It should be flush with the outside surface of the right barrel foot section. If 
the link pin extends past the outside surface of the right barrel foot, tap the 
link pin back to the left until no portion of the pin protrudes. Remove any 
excess pin length from the left side barrel foot with a fine cut or #4 cut pillar 
file. File one end of the link only. A properly fitted barrel link should swing 
freely on the link pin without interference between the barrel feet and the 
bottom of the barrel. If interference exists, remove the link pin by reversing 
the above procedure; make the necessary adjustment to the barrel link and 
reinstall. A match grade link pin installed by the above procedure should 
not require staking because it is technically a “press fit”. For further detailed 
information and techniques on fitting 1911 Auto barrels, refer to The Colt .45 
Automatic, A Shop Manual by Jerry Kuhnhausen.(#924-200-045)
  Reassemble the firearm according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
Check for proper functioning using ACTION PROVING DUMMIES. Make 
sure ALL SAFETY MECHANISMS are fully functional as designed and 
approved by the manufacturer. If these tests prove satisfactory, test-fire 
the firearm with live ammunition in a SAFE and APPROPRIATE manner. 
IMPORTANT! Start the live ammunition tests by first loading an ACTION 
PROVING DUMMY, then a live round, into the magazine. Only after sev-
eral tests have been conducted in this manner should additional rounds be 
placed in the magazine and fired.

READ & FOLLOW  THESE

INSTRUCTIONS


